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Abstract

Throughout the project, algorithms and their implementations have been constantly eval-

uated as part of the research process. The results of these evaluations have been published by

the consortium partners. This deliverable provides an overview of these publications. Rather

than repeating the results, we point the reader to the corresponding documents.
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1 SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS

1.1 VISUAL DATA

The use of convolutional networks for recognising concepts in noisy Web images has been exten-

sively tested in MUCKE [20, 19]. The empirical results generated by the team at CEA show that

convolutional neural networks (convnets) can obtain good generalization despite imprecise image

labeling, outliers, and data biases. They also show that: image reranking algorithms are useful to

improve generalization; the proposed 13-layer convnet reveals that the depth of convnet is even

more helpful in improving generalization; and finally that inexpensive convnets trained on noisy Web

images could be a good initialization for fine-tuning in fine-grained category classification tasks.

The team at Bilkent [18] proposed ConceptFusion as a framework for combining concept groups

from many different levels and perspectives for the purpose of scene categorization. The proposed

framework provides flexibility for supporting any type of concept groups, such as those that have

semantic meanings like objects and attributes, or low-level features that have no meanings seman-

tically but can provide important information about the structure of an image. There is no limit in

the definition of concepts, and it is easy to be expanded through inclusion of any other intermediate

representation describing the whole or part of the image in content or semantics. Additionally, Golge

and Sahin [6] have also benchmarked their proposed system for face recognition, as a particular in-

stance of concept recognition, for although the proposed method is tested for identification of faces,

it is a general method that could be used for other domains as we aim to attack as our future work.

The report an accuracy of 90.75%, above the existing state-of-the-art (87.1%).

1.2 TEXT AND VISUAL DATA

Since 2014, MUCKE partners have consistently benchmarked their algorithms in the MediaEval

Retrieving Diverse Social Images task [5, 12, 17] and consistently demonstrated top performance,

as reported in the track’s overview reports [9, 8].

Additionally, the use of statistical semantics has been thoroughly evaluated by the team at TU

Wien [13, 14]. Rekabsaz and colleagues explore the use of semantic similarity in text-based image

retrieval in the social media domain by applying Word2Vec and Random Indexing together with

two similarity methods. They ran experiments on the SemEval2014 Task 10 and the MediaEval

Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task 2013/2014. Beside achieving state-of-the-art results on both

datasets, they show that the similarity method has more effect on the results rather than the number

of dimensions or word representation training method. In addition, by using a two- phase approach,

they reduced in half the processing time of the best run while keeping precision within the boundary

of statistically insignificant difference.

In addition to aspects of precision and diversity, the team at TUWien also considered retrievability

in its experiments. Sabetghadam et al. [15, 16] showed that this can be substantially increased when
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using explicit semantics modelled as a graph containing both image and text facets.

Explicit semantics were also tested by the team at UAIC. In 2014 their paper [7] addressed the

diversification aspects that can be useful for an image retrieval system. For that we perform text

processing on user query with Yago and WordNet resources and image processing in order to create

clusters with similar images. The obtained results on the available collection are comparable and

better in some perspectives.

The algorithms created in Iasi were also benchmarked against the Scalable Concept Image An-

notation Challenge from ImageCLEF 2015 [3]. Here, for Subtask 1, the main components of the

system are related to text processing (the translation of non-English words, stop-words elimination,

and concept identification) and to visual processing (face recognition and body parts identification).

From the presented results we can conclude that the most important component is component re-

lated to body parts identification which increased significantly our results. For Subtask 2, the main

components are related to applying templates on selected concepts, based on a resource with triplets

(concept1, verb, concept2). From what we see, the most important part is related to the selection

of most important concepts, and from this reason the results for clean track are much better than

results for noisy track.

The team in Iasi also introduced and benchmarked a method that is able to detect redundant

objectives at the runtime within a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) [2]. By eliminating

redundant objectives and working in a reduced objective space the evaluation cost is lowered and

better convergence is achieved. Objective selection is performed automatically, using an efficient

unsupervised clustering algorithm that is very popular in the data mining community being able to

detect natural groups in data. No parameter is involved and the number of clusters does not need

to be specified in advance.

Experiments showed that, after eliminating the redundant objectives, when the cardinality of the

selected set of conflicting objectives is still high, reducing further the objective space by retaining

fewer of the most conflicting objectives is important. Thus, the method proposed goes beyond

elimination of redundant objectives and proposes a general scheme capable to auto-adapt and select

at various moments during the search a small number of specific objectives such that a many-

objective problem could be efficiently solved.
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